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Resident Evil 2
• Exclusive maps detailing the New Vegas world! • Complete coverage of every main mission adventure as well as all side
quests and encounters. • Every collectible catalogued and located so you won’t miss any. • Huge pull out poster map of the
huge New Vegas landscape with points of interest, main sights, and major landmarks labeled. • Hardcover collector’s
edition!

Fallout Shelter Walkthrough and Strategy Guide
Emerge from Vault 76 ready to thrive- solo or with friends-with the official guide to Fallout 76. It's the ultimate reference for
creating your character, teaming up with allies, defeating enemies, building, crafting, and exploring the wastes of West
Virginia! Surviving Aboveground: Detailed training, character creation guidance, and combat strategies help prepare you to
embark on your adventure. Quest Walkthroughs: Quest breakdowns and helpful guidance through your journey, from your
first steps outside the vault to collecting the last nuclear code! Post-Apocalyptic Atlas: Enhance your exploration with fully
labeled maps and detailed information on every wasteland location. Building and Crafting: Learn how create shelter and
necessary supplies with the new Construction and Assembly Mobile Platform. Multiplayer: Journey together with fellow Vault
Dwellers for the first time! Make teamwork work for you with effective strategies for assembling your crew.

The Witcher 2: Assassins of Kings
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Strictly Marginal
Fallout Tactics is the follow-up to Interplay's Fallout 2. A squad-based, tactical combat game, Fallout Tactics also features
RPG (role-playing game) character development and a rich story line. The game also features 38 single-player missions, a
robust multiplayer system and intense strategy and statistic heavy gameplay. This guide to the game features:
walkthroughs for all missions, including detailed maps; statistics and strategies for all weapons, characters, vehicles and
creatures; hardcore multiplayer tactics; and an online companion site featuring additional chapters designed to continue to
support readers.

Zombie Fallout 7
*Unofficial Guide Version* Advanced Tips & Strategy Guide. This is the most comprehensive and only detailed guide you will
find online. Available for instant download on your mobile phone, eBook device, or in paperback form. Here is what you will
be getting when you purchase this professional advanced and detailed game guide. - Professional Tips and Strategies. Cheats and Hacks. - How to Survive. - Taming Dino's. - Beat Bosses. - Build a Base. - Get Tons of Weapons. - Level Fast. Secrets, Tips, Cheats, Unlockables, and Tricks Used By Pro Players! - How to Get Tons of Cash/Coins. - PLUS MUCH MORE!
Disclaimer: This product is not associated, affiliated, endorsed, certified, or sponsored by the Original Copyright Owner. All
trademarks and registered trademarks appearing on this ebook are the property of their respective owners.

Stuart Little 60th Anniversary Edition
This top-view fantasy role playing/adventure game promises state-of-the-art animation, art, level design, and game play.
This book aids players in mastering the game.

Fallout
Are you looking for detailed information about walkthroughs, quests, skills and abilities in order to step up your game? Then
this guide book is for you! This unofficial Divinity: Original Sin 2 Strategy Guide provides fans and newcomers with a good
introduction to the game as well as many useful advice during this journey. Divinity: Original Sin 2 is a single-player and
cooperative multiplayer fantasy RPG with tactical turn-based combat, and a highly interactive world. The story is set far into
the future, years after the events of Divinity: Original Sin. Sourcerers are now declared criminals by Bishop Alexander, and
those suspected of having Source powers are hunted and purged of their powers. To save yourself, you'll be traveling
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trough dangerous lands, majestic cities, lost temples, searching for a way to defeat Alexander, discovering that the only
way lies deep within yourself This game guide includes: - Introduction - Walkthrough - Quests - Classes - Races - Skills and
Abilities - Talents - Creating the Strongest Character - How to Steal Without Consequence - Quests You Shouldn't Skip - Tips
for Beginners - Tips and Tricks So grab your copy today and enjoy playing the game!

Pokémon Black & White - Strategy Guide
Provides information, tips, strategy, and advice for completing the game, including walkthroughs, maps, and behind-thescenes details.

Fallout 4 - Strategy Guide
This in-world book by Vault-Tec highlights seven key attributes of vault dwellers in Bethesda Game Studio's hit Fallout®
video game franchise. Following total nuclear annihilation, the caring Vault-Tec staff have prepared an educational manual
to help vault dwellers like you understand what makes you S.P.E.C.I.A.L. This replica of the board book every Lone
Wanderer or Sole Survivor receives in Fallout® 3 and Fallout® 4 will help readers determine their best traits! After all,
everyone is special, even you. Learn about the seven defining attributes of Strength, Perception, Endurance, Charisma,
Intelligence, Agility, and Luck. If you’re lucky, one of these attributes may be what stands between you and a horribly
painful fate. So study carefully and discover what makes you S.P.E.C.I.A.L.!

Final Fantasy XII: The Zodiac Age - Strategy Guide
Join us as you journey across Spira as Tidus, a slightly whiny surfer-type who bears a striking resemblance to Meg Ryan. He
is forced to grow up when he is thrown 1000 years into the future where he meets a beautiful girl and his own past in an
unforgettable story. Final Fantasy X is one of the most loved games in the series and the HD Remaster offers you another
chance to relive it all. We are here to offer insight, sarcastic comments and also useful information and a detailed guide of
the world of Spira and its denizens. You can expect to find: - A comprehensive walkthrough from start to finish, offering
information on all the niggly bits. - All side quests covered from the Monster Arena to Celestial Weapons. - All optional
bosses like Dark Aeons and Omega Weapon. - Blitzball tips so you can laugh in the face of the Goers as you beat them 30-0
repeatedly. - Tips for Gil and AP grinding and much more.

Fallout 3 Game of the Year Collector's Edition
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Inside this guide you will find: - Top tricks for beating all eight Gym Leader - Beat the Elite Four and the current Champion
with style! - How and where to find the Pokemon you want to catch - Find and catch all Legendary Pokemon! - Post storymode walkthrough with all hidden areas uncovered - Save time by finding the rarest of items for free! - Packed full with highquality screenshots! - Tips and info on both Black and White versions - And LOADS more inside! Updates: - Added complete
tables for every Wild Pokémon found in each area as well as encounter rates. - Fixed tables that weren't displaying correctly
on the website. - Further editing improvements to text and formatting. - Completely reformatted for easier viewing on all
devices! - All missing White 2 sections added, plus the mysterious Nature Preserve. - Expanded the Introduction and
Gameplay section with loads of new information. - Videos for all the Gym Leader and Elite Four battles, plus legendary
Pokemon. - Dozens of illustrative and pretty screenshots. - Missing areas amended - Expanded segment describing the
intricacies of training a Pokémon - Concise and easy to understand explanations of advanced stat building systems - learn
how to raise a prize Pokémon

Fallout: You're S.P.E.C.I.A.L.
How to become the greatest trainer Unova has ever known with our highly-detailed walkthrough of the main story and
beyond. Pokemon trainers and collectors alike will appreciate our extensive lists of Pokemon and item location, ensuring
nothing important goes under the Poke Radar! Version 1.3 (August 2016) - Added Encounter rates for every area of the
game. - Updated screenshots to make them a little clearer and added captions where appropriate. - Fixed tables. Version
1.2: - Completely restructured the guide to make it easier to follow. - Sections have been split into several chapters. Images and tables retooled to look better on most browsers. - Hundreds of new illustrative, high-quality screenshots taken
from the game. - Added many additional side areas and lots of postgame areas. Version 1.1: - Expanded Training and
Battling segments. - Concise and easy to understand explanations of advanced stat building systems - learn how to raise a
prize Pokémon. - Added TM names - find the items you want to find. - Corrected name and layout errors. Also inside: Expert strategies for defeating every single gym leader; - How to collect the various new Pokémon (including Legendary
Pokémon)! - Thorough Route and Town guides detailing every collectable Pokemon and item; - Hidden secrets explained; How to raise a super squad of undefeatable Pokémon.

Brink
Fallout Shelter is a spin-off game for the IOS and Android developed by the renowned developer of the Fallout series of
games for the PC and consoles, Bethesda. You take the role as the Overseer of a post-apocalyptic shelter called a “vault”.
Your main objectives is to manage the Vault’s resources, protect the dwellers from any harmful incidents and invaders, and
attend to their needs and happiness. Do you have what it takes to become an outstanding Overseer?
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Official Fallout 2
"Diving into Amalur can be daunting; learn how to control your destiny. The world is vast, the combat is brutal and your
potential choices are almost infinite. This encyclopedic guide aims to make everything clear; to show you how every
element of the game fits together and let you take advantage of each of them to get the experience you want"--Sheet
affixed to p. [4] of cover.

Pickman's Model
Enter an era of war within the world of Ivalice. The small kingdom of Dalmasca, conquered by the Archadian Empire, is left
in ruin and uncertainty. Princess Ashe, the one and only heir to the throne, devotes herself to the resistance to liberate her
country. Vaan, a young man who lost his family in the war, dreams of flying freely in the skies. In a fight for freedom and
fallen royalty, join these unlikely allies and their companions as they embark on a heroic adventure to free their homeland.
This guide will contains the following: - A walkthrough that'll guide you through the story, help you obtain all the best
weapons and armor, and defeat every monster; - Tips for getting the best equipment from the Bazaar and from enemies; A detailed look at all twelve job classes in the game, and the best ways to combine them and characters to form the
ultimate party; - Sections listing how to find - and defeat - all Marks and Rare Game; - Citations of the differences between
this version of the game and the original; - A thorough explanation of all of the game's mechanics; - All sidequests,
including Trial Mode; - A trophy guide that will get you that shiny Platinum Trophy.

Resident Evil 2
ORIGINAL FALLOUT 4 PRINT GUIDE + EXPANDED G.O.T.Y. eGUIDE! Print Guide: Full coverage of the original Fallout 4
content. G.O.T.Y. DLC Expansions: The free eGuide provides interactive maps plus coverage of each of the DLC
expansions--Automatron, Wasteland Workshop, Far Harbor, Contraptions Workshop, Vault-Tec Workshop, and Nuka-World!
NAVIGATING THE WASTELAND: If you do choose to go aboveground, we have provided an atlas of the surrounding area,
with as much detail and information as possible, to satisfy your curiosity and dissuade you from ever venturing outside.
EQUIPMENT AND SURVIVAL GEAR: In the unfortunate event that you actually decide to leave the Vault, this manual provides
schematics and data for the types of weaponry you may be inclined to use while fighting for your life. Again, we urge you to
reconsider going outside. CRAFTING AND RESOURCES: Making good use of your surroundings is essential for survival,
should you make the poor decision to venture outside Vault 111. But, just in case, this guide contains schematics and data
vital for creating and repairing useful weapons and essential technology. TIPS FOR DANGEROUS ENCOUNTERS: Nothing
should deter you from leaving the safety of the Vault like the threat of good, old-fashioned danger. Be sure to study the
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data that our scientists have compiled about the radiated terrors that you might find outside the comforts of Vault 111. You
have been warned! Free Mobile-Friendly eGuide: Includes a code to access the eGuide, a web-access version of the
complete guide optimized for a second-screen experience.

Halo Reach
The story revolves around a Bostonian painter named Richard Upton Pickman who creates horrifying images. His works are
brilliantly executed, but so graphic that they result in his membership in the Boston Art Club being revoked and himself
shunned by his fellow artists.

Half-Life 2 Titles
War never changes. The Fallout franchise certainly has, however. In 2008 Bethesda revived Interplay's famous "Post
Nuclear Role Playing Game", moving from third person to first person, and from the west coast to the east coast. You are
the Lone Wanderer, an outcast from Vault 101 who sacrifices a relatively easy life in order to brave the terrors of the postapocalyptic Wasteland and find your Dad, whose mysterious departure from Vault 101 sets a chain of events in motion that
will change the Capital Wasteland forever This guide is intended to be the ultimate completionist's guide to Fallout 3. The
guide offers the following: - Every area in the game covered extensively including all side quests and main quests. - All the
Bobbleheads, skill books and schematic locations. - A full trophy/achievement guide. - An in-depth information about
character creation is also provided so you can create whatever Vault Dweller suits you best. - Good, evil and neutral
alternatives to quests will be presented where applicable. Become the Last, Best Hope of Humanity or add to the continuing
sum of human misery in your selfish quest for survival. Sneak past foes, talk your way out of confrontations, shoot
everything in the head, or create a character who can do it all. The Wasteland is a big, dangerous place, and this guide will
help you experience as much as possible.

Kingdoms of Amalur
• Limited Edition! Every book uniquely numbered! • This staggeringly complete guide is 752 pages stuffed with all the
information you'll need to survive and thrive in Fallout 3. • Covers the entire main game and all five Add-On games:
Operation: Anchorage, The Pitt, Broken Steel, Point Lookout, and Mothership Zeta. • Over 200 detailed maps give you all
the tactics, locations, items, and rewards! • Info and stats on all the perks, armor, weapons, items, factions, and entities
you'll encounter. • Moral compass choices revealed! Villain or virtuous? Our guide's flowcharts will let you know which road
to follow for your chosen path. • Movie-sized map poster to guide you through the Wasteland.
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Pokémon X & Y - Strategy Guide
For the first time, the popular "Resident Evil" series is available to Nintendo 64 fans. This strategy guide includes a
walkthrough with strategies to defeat every boss; locations of all the power-ups, weapons, and other important game play
items; and secrets and solutions for all the puzzles.

The Art of Fallout 4
Bethesda Game Studios, the award-winning creators of Fallout® 3 and The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim®, welcome you to the
world of Fallout® 4 - their most ambitious game ever, and the next generation of open-world gaming. The Art of Fallout 4 is
a must-have collectible for fans and a trusty companion for every Wasteland wanderer. Featuring never-before-seen
designs and concept art from the game's dynamic environments, iconic characters, detailed weapons, and more -- along
with commentary from the developers themselves.

Fallout: New Vegas - Strategy Guide
Mike is back The battle with Eliza is past. Now Mike must strike out once again in a desperate race against time as his son
and best friend are succumbing to the zombie virus within them. What he does not know is that an old foe has risen up and
a more insidious threat has emerged to not just the Talbots but all of humanity.

Pokémon Ultra Sun and Moon - Strategy Guide
Beneath a Starless Sky
Divinity: Original Sin 2 Guide Book
The year is 2281 - two hundred years after the old world was eradicated by nuclear fire - and now the New California
Republic has become powerful along the western coast of what used to be the United State of America. They've expanded
east into Nevada, but across the Colorado river to the east a united army of tribals - Caesar's Legion - have been organized
under the guise of ancient Rome. War never changes, and impending conflict looms between the two sides, the prize being
the Hoover Dam and control over the Mojave. Stuck in the middle are the residents of Nevada and the jewel in the desert;
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the city of New Vegas. But the mysterious overlord of New Vegas has his own plans for the future of the Mojave You are
Courier six, an employee of the Mojave Express who has been entrusted with delivering a mysterious Platinum Chip. The
delivery goes horribly awry, however, and after you are robbed and nearly killed for the package you were carrying, you
must set out in pursuit of your attackers. Along the way you'll have to navigate the political struggles between factions both
large and small, making friends and enemies between the various groups as your actions in the Mojave influence your
reputation. Ultimately, a new overlord of the Mojave will be crowned but will you place that crown upon the brow of Caesar,
the New California Republic, the mysterious ruler of New Vegas or yourself? This guide offers the following: - Character
creation strategies including a run-down of SPECIAL attributes, Skills and Perks. - An ideal chronological order of events
walkthrough that will take you through the entire Mojave. - Complete walkthrough of all the main quests and side quests,
including faction quests and endings. - A power-gamey New Vegas Medical Center run, for those gamers who want to get off
to a great start. - Information about factions and reputation. - The locations of stat-boosting Skill Books, unique weapons
and armor and collectible Snowglobes. - A Trophy Guide including detailed information (when necessary) about how to
obtain all the game's trophies. - Old World Blues DLC.

Official Guide to Fallout
Based on Capcom's bestselling Resident Evil, this new and improved game features exciting visuals and sharper graphics.
This guide will help gamers make sense of the escalation of locations, weapons, zombies and bloody action of Resident Evil
II.

The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild
Cyberpunk 2077
Dungeons & Dragons became a cornerstone of gaming culture by providing players with dice, sheets of paper, and
guidebooks that teased the imagination-all the tools they needed to build their own worlds. Influenced by all-night D&D
sessions, the video game developers at Black Isle Studios and BioWare had a thought: Leave the dice-rolling to computers,
letting players focus solely on creating characters and embarking on unforgettable adventures.The result was Baldur's
Gate, a computer roleplaying game (CRPG) featuring breathtaking scenes, compelling characters, dozens of quests, and
deep tactical battles. As financial turmoil plagued their parent company, a small team of developers broke away from Black
Isle and set out to create unforgettable adventures of their own.From the early days of Fallout and Baldur's Gate, to the
formation of Obsidian Entertainment and the company's fateful crowdfunding campaign that averted financial ruin, Beneath
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a Starless Sky explores the making of the Infinity Engine CRPGs and the critically acclaimed Pillars of Eternity
franchise.-Based on over 40 hours of interviews with developers from Black Isle and Obsidian-Go behind-the-scenes to
witness the creation of the celebrated Infinity Engine CRPGs: Baldur's Gate, Planescape: Torment, Icewind Dale, Baldur's
Gate II, and Icewind Dale II -Relive the dramatic moments that led to Obsidian's record-setting Kickstarter, and the making
of 2015's Pillars of Eternity and 2018's Pillars of Eternity II: Deadfire-Sit in on a discussion of the past, present, and future of
roleplaying games with Obsidian's co-founders, writers, and directors

Bloodborne Strategy Guide
It's just another day. Having just been accepted into Vault 111, you spend the morning with your family going about your
daily routine. That is until alarms blare out, signalling a nuclear attack. You and your family sprint towards the Vault along
with everyone else in the neighborhood just as a bomb explodes nearby. After surviving the blast, you are lowered into the
Vault and enter cryosleep. Two hundred years pass and you awake to a world ravaged by nuclear war. You are the Sole
Survivor and what awaits you is a mystery as you set out to conquer the Wasteland. Our guide will be a complete
companion while you journey through the wilds of Fallout 4. You can find a plethora of information including the following: A start to finish walkthrough with every area in between covered. - Combat details, SPECIAL explanation and general
gameplay information. - VATS And You!: Getting to know your PIPBOY. - All faction quests explained including the
consequences of favoring one over the others. - Information on Settlements and items for construction. - Bobblehead
locations, collectibles and full Trophy/Achievement guide. - Settlement Guide complete with how to set up and manage
settlements, what perks are beneficial etc. - Companion chapter detailing each companion character, where to acquire
them and the pros/cons of each. - A detailed Character Creation guide fully examining the best builds and what each perk
does. - Automatron and Wasteland Workshop DLC information provided, including a full walkthrough for Automatron. - A
complete walkthrough of the "Far Harbor" DLC complete with information on every side quest.

Final Fantasy X HD - Strategy Guide
In H.P. Lovecraft's, "The Dunwich Horror", we are told the story of Wilbur Whateley, the son of a deformed albino mother
and an unknown father (alluded to in passing by the mad Old Whateley as "Yog-Sothoth"), and the strange events
surrounding his birth and precocious development. Wilbur matures at an abnormal rate, reaching manhood within a decade.
All the while, his sorcerer grandfather indoctrinates him into certain dark rituals and the study of witchcraft.

The Dunwich Horror
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A paperback edition of E.B. White's classic novel about one small mouse on a very big adventure! With black and white
illustrations. Stuart Little is no ordinary mouse. Born to a family of humans, he lives in New York City with his parents, his
older brother George, and Snowbell the cat. Though he's shy and thoughtful, he's also a true lover of adventure. Stuart's
greatest adventure comes when his best friend, a beautiful little bird named Margalo, disappears from her nest. Determined
to track her down, Stuart ventures away from home for the very first time in his life. He finds adventure aplenty. But will he
find his friend?

Fallout New Vegas
Official Guide to Fallout provides walkthroughs for individual quests, information on enemies, mutants and friendly
characters, and strategies for tactical warfare. With this practical guide from BradyGames, players will be able to survive
the horrors of a world full of mutants, radiation, gangs, and violence 80 years after the end of modern civilization in a
worldwide nuclear war.

Fallout 3 - Strategy Guide
Presents step-by-step walkthroughs for the game, along with information on strategies, characters, and tactics.

''The Orange Box''
100% Complete Strategy to master The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild AT-A-GLANCE WALKTHROUGHS: Annotated
maps and screenshots show you the way through every quest and all Shrines of Trials. TOTALLY COMPREHENSIVE: All side
quests, all Shrines of Trials and all information about collectable items – each mapped out and ready for you to discover and
complete! Also includes optional challenges, mini-games, unlockables, Easter eggs, and more. PUZZLE MASTER: Every
single puzzle and riddle unraveled with clear, visual solutions. EXPERT COMBAT STRATEGY: Practical, reproducible tactics to
crush your enemies, even the toughest bosses. COMPREHENSIVE REFERENCE: Exhaustive appraisals of all items and
monsters – including key parameters that are hidden in the game. FREE MAP POSTER: covering the entire game world.
QUALITY CONTROL: carefully designed to avoid unnecessary story spoilers.

Blood Omen
A guide to the "Brink" video game that includes complete campaign walkthroughs, defense strategies, statistics and
customization options for characters, insider tips, and detailed maps.
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Fallout Tactics, Brotherhood of Steel
Become the ultimate Pokémon champion with our greatest Pokémon strategy guide yet. Inside we cover: Latest Version
1.3: - Additional details on the elusive event Pokemon distributions. - Revised tables with encounter rates for finding wild
Pokemon. Version 1.2: - Expanded the Introduction and Gameplay section with loads of new information. - Videos for all the
Gym Leader and Elite Four battles, plus legendary and shiny Pokemon. - Dozens of additional tips and reminders throughout
the main walkthrough. - How to solve crime with the Looker Bureau in the post-game. Version 1.1: - Full breakdown on how
to breed the perfect Pokémon of your dreams! - How to catch those insanely rare Shiny Pokémon! - List of all the really
helpful (and free) O-Powers. Version 1.0: - Everything that's new to Pokémon X & Y. - 5 amazing tips to get your Pokémon
collecting off to a blistering start. - Every single route, trainer battle and hidden shortcuts are covered. - What Pokémon can
be found on what routes (both versions). - How to beat every single gym leader without breaking a sweat. - Where to find all
those hidden items. - The locations of every single legendary Pokémon! - Where to find all of the amazing Mega Stones. Pokémon-Amie, Super Training, Battle Chateau etc all covered! - Accompanied by over 240 super high-quality screenshots!

Pokémon: Black & White 2 - Strategy Guide
Fallout 4: Game of the Year Edition
In this retelling of the critically acclaimed Pokémon Sun and Moon games, it's time to return to the vivid and lush Alola
region as a new Pokémon trainer. Like before, your goal is to go on an unforgettable adventure with your Pokémon
companions, traveling across the four islands of Alola, while aiming to surpass the Island Trials. The "Ultra" in the games'
titles refers to the many new additions and enhancements, such as an expanded Alola Pokédex, new Ultra Beasts, plus
brand new minigames such as Mantine Surf and Ultra Warp Ride. Perhaps you may also finally uncover the secrets behind
the mysterious Legendary Pokémon Necrozma Version 1.0 - A full story walkthrough covering every aspect of Alola's
famous Island Challenge. - Complete encounter tables showing all the Pokémon you can catch in each given location. - No
stone left unturned! Every single sidequest explained and all hidden item locations. - In-depth gameplay tips for beginners
and advanced Pokémon trainers alike. - Full list of all the Totem Stickers, TMs, Z-Crystals, Z-Moves and more. - Detailed
overview of the various side activities including the new Mantine Surf and Ultra Warp Ride. Version 1.1: - Full postgame
walkthrough featuring all the activities you can do after becoming Champion.

Ark Survival Evolved, PC, Xbox, PS4, MAC, Wiki, Download, Gameplay, Tips, Cheats, Game
Guide Unofficial
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The Complete Official Guide to Cyberpunk 2077 is a massive book covering everything in the game. With details on every
last challenge and feature, the guide offers streamlined progression through the entire adventure, as well as a commanding
expertise on all key systems. 100% authoritative: all branching paths, all side quests, all rewards, and all endings fully
mapped out; also includes optional challenges, mini-games, unlockables, secrets, and more. Foolproof explanations: every
mission, every game mechanic, every meaningful choice covered with accessible solutions. Hi-res maps of Night City: each
annotated with locations of collectibles and points of interest. Reference & Analysis Chapter: in-depth coverage of all major
game systems, including character progression, abilities, perks, Street Cred, Trophies/Achievements, among others. At-aglance Walkthroughs: annotated screenshots and sequential steps show optimal ways through every mission. Expert
Combat Strategies: practical, reproducible tactics to crush all enemies and bosses. Comprehensive references: all-inclusive
appraisals of all items and weapons – including statistics and unlock conditions. Spoiler-sensitive: carefully designed to
avoid spoilers, ensuring you can read without ever ruining your appreciation of the story. Instant searches: print navigation
systems and an extensive index give you immediate access to the information you need. Concept art: direct from the
development team and beautifully laid out

Fallout 76
Written with the cooperation of the game development team, gameplayers acquire a competitive edge, supplied by this
guide, that features complete walkthroughs and maps of every level and identifies every hidden item and area, and
provides them with game playing insights. Cover title
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